Central Region
Camilty
5. Analysis & Concept
Scale: 10,000 @ A1

Matrix of open space and plantations on private
Estate outside FC boundary appears to be well
managed for diversity with recreation potential.
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Investigate possibility of joint access agreements
to create through routes for walking/mountain
biking to link to recreation facilities on A70

Sinkie Syke - Long established
Watervole breeding site with
burrows and feeding stations .

Both SM sites contain trees within 20m
of the Scheduled area, which may cause
deterioration of the site value.

This area will continue to be
managed in line with the current
Forest District management plan.
Hard visible boundaries between fields and
forest. No integration!

Large car parking area under
utilised and site of repeated
flytipping incidents and antisocial
behaviour.This is a resource hungry
location.
Attractive valley accessible only
from the roadside car park. There
has been no recreational
development away from it.

Use rides and natural terrain to create coupes,
to break up solid edges. Restocking to avoid
straight edges near field boundaries and add
more diverse species.

Continue to manage the site as before.
Opportunities exist with the
development/construction of the windfarm
to make improvements to carpark and
footpath.
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Accessible and attractive burn side corridor with
existing variation of shape species and wildlife
has great potential for further improvement
and development of recreational facilities.
Small scale felling to give more space to JL and
birch thinning of JL/NS should create a crop more
stable in the longer term and improve appearance
Redesign broadleaf/open space network along
burnsides to meet current design standards.

Outlying forest blocks have
no current access. 52 year
old Sitka spruce with 30%
windblow .
These blocks will require access
to be constructed. Neighbouring
landowner is keen to assist and
facilitate mutually beneficial
access routes.
Cobbinshaw Moss has an impact on restocking
proposals on adjacent area of similar ground type.
Recent harvesting of areas adjacent to the SSSI
have proven difficult to work and restock due to
deep peat!

Roadside corridor highly visible, large numbers
of people passing at high speed. Features
need to have impact at a larger scale.
Size of blocks of larch, broadleaves, SP areas of
open space need to be larger both near and
further view.

Powerline (OH)
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Link to forest road network N.W.
Possible development of more
accessible routes with potential
wind farm development.

As agreed in the management plan for the SSSI
trees will not be planted on designated area.
The surround will be treated as a transition from
open space to woodland using broadleaves
open space and slower growing conifers.
Further consideration for transitional woodland
in remaining edge blocks.
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Few suitable boundaries, but use
these to create coupes to break the line
Improve shapes at restocking and include
more open space and species diversity.

Area to be felled and unmarketable materials
could be used for drain blocking and plough
furrow filling in the restoration of an open
bog habitat
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Long uninterrupted visible forest edge,
no integration with adjacent open space.

Significant area (approx 40 ha) of commercial
conifer showing sign of poor development and
generally in check within areas of deep Peat.

Clearance of these trees will be in accordance
with the agreed Management Plans. The
surrounding area will be planted with low density
broadleaves in groups to allow external views.
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Water Distribution Main

Intermediate Bog Survey
Restocked SS

Water course network and differences in
growth rate in this section give opportunities
to increase diversity by restructuring the
forest which is currently all the same age.
Create broadleaf/open space networks
along water courses at restocking. Use burns
and height differences as coupe boundaries
as appropriate. Retain slower growing crops for
longer rotations to give greater age differentials.

Restore (36 ha)

Restore Tran (11 ha)
Open space along burn gives opportunity
for some integration between forest and fields.
Increase open space and broadleaf components.
Avoid planting to field boundary to break up
forest edge and increase visual diversity
No integration between dense conifer forest on gently
sloping ground and open space on steep hill face.
Plant areas of low density shrub spp and SP on lower
grassy slopes decreasing density with elevation
to resemble a natural tree line. Grazing protection
will be necessary.

<all other values>
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Analysis.
Concept.
Outlying forest block planted
2009 with Pine and Broadleves
which currently has access.
Will provide and attractive
backdrop to reservior long term.

Decide on areas most visible now
and in the future to ensure opportunities are
recognised in restocking plans. Improve quality
of some existing roadside plantings.
Constraints of water piplines, inaccessability
and high visibility in the landscape make
eonomics of timber production from these
blocks marginal at best.
Restocking to include non-commecial species,
largely broadleaves and slower growing conifers,
such as SP, with open space integrated to
improve landscape appearance.
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